Abstract: Shadow features such as colour ratio, texture, and chromaticity have proved to be quite effective in shadow detection. Many shadow detection methods have been proposed on the basis of different features. However, previous works for shadow detection mainly focus on designing an effective classifier for existing shadow features, but pay less attention on the analysis of shadow features themselves. The majority of studies simply report the final shadow detection results rather than make an evaluation on each feature. Readers often do not know which features are more effective or whether these shadow features are complementary. The following problems are still unsolved: the robustness of each feature, which feature plays the most important role in a detection method, and what is the best performance that current features can reach. The purpose of this study is to answer these questions, and the authors hope that this study can offer guidance for future shadow detection algorithms via the evaluation of frequently used shadow features. Several useful and interesting conclusions are obtained after conducting extensive comparison experiments on a large dataset.
Introduction
Shadow detection, a fundamental problem in computer vision and image processing, has drawn extensive attention in recent years. It can enhance the performance in many computer vision tasks such as scene interpretation, image segmentation, object recognition, and tracking. It can also provide cues about the characteristics of the light sources and about the shape and geometry of the occluder. Over the past decades, a large number of shadow detection algorithms have been proposed in the literatures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Shadow features such as colour ratio, texture, and chromaticity have proved to be quite effective in applications such as shadow detection and shadow removal. A number of categorised methods of shadow features have been proposed in the past studies. Zhu et al. [8] proposed three types of features: shadow-variant features, shadow-invariant features, and near-black features. Shadow-variant features describe different characteristics between shadows and non-shadows. Shadow-invariant features exhibit similar behaviours across shadow boundaries. Near-black features distinguish shadows from near-black pixels. Prati et al. [9] mentioned three types of features: spectral, spatial, and temporal features. They think spectral features can be exploited using grey level or colour information. Spatial features work at a region level or at a frame level instead of pixel level and can improve results in some detection methods. Temporal features are only exploited by some special methods to integrate and improve results. Sanin et al. [10] have observed that the choice of features has greater impact on shadow detection results compared with the choice of algorithms, and present a feature-based taxonomy with a second mention of Prati et al. [9] . In [10] , Sanin et al. divide spectral features into intensity, chromaticity, and physical properties, also divide spatial features into geometry and textures.
Despite these extensive studies, robust shadow detection remains an open problem. To a large extent, this problem is due to the lack of powerful shadow features. Some researchers have noted that obtaining better performance is difficult using a single feature; thus, they developed shadow detection algorithms by combining different features. For example, many recent algorithms detect shadows by training a classifier using several shadow feature combinations; however, the choice of features may be heuristic.
They may try different combinations of features to determine which combination can achieve the best performance. Owing to the lack of works on evaluating each feature, some fundamental problems are still unsolved such as the robustness of each feature, which feature plays the most important role in a detection method, and what is the best performance that current features can reach. Related to shadow detection, several works on shadow detection evaluation have been published in recent years [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, no such papers have been reported for shadow feature evaluation.
Another reason that motivates this research on evaluating shadow features is that we found that some features are in conflict. For example, Cucchiara et al. stated that a shadow reduces saturation [16] , whereas Prati et al. [9] and Ramamoorthi et al. [17] stated that a shadow increases saturation. Liu et al. [18, 19] stated that hue remains the same and changes in a very limited range, whereas Tsai [20] and Chung et al. [21] stated that hue becomes higher. Both of these features have been used in the literature to detect shadows and can work on both nature and aerial images. Thus, through our experiments and evaluation, we expect to determine which features are more powerful in shadow detection as well as their limitations.
Related work
Numerous efforts have been made to design various shadow features in the literatures [7, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . According to the definitions, the commonly applied shadow features can be categorised as pixel features and statistical features. Pixel features rely on values in different channels or in different colour spaces, while the statistical features generally represent the spatial correlation of neighbouring pixels.
The widely applied pixel features in the literature are intensity, chromaticity, hue etc. One of the most exploited properties in the shadow detection task is the hypothesis that shadow regions decrease the intensity while maintaining the chromaticity. A shadow can be detected by selecting the region that is darker than its neighbours, but that has similar chromaticity. Cucchiara et al. [27] assumed that shadows significantly reduce surface brightness while slightly changing the hue component in the HSV colour space. Salvador et al. [28] proposed a method of cast shadow detection for still and moving images. This method first uses the fact that a shadow darkens the surface that it is cast on to identify an initial set of shadow pixels. Then, the colour invariance and geometric properties of shadows are applied to verify the initially detected shadows. The illumination of shadow regions primarily depends on the diffusion of light from the sky or atmosphere, and this physical property often leads to a bluish shadow pixel and lower luminance. Polidorio et al. [29] found that shadow areas in images have higher saturation and lower luminance, and they used these two features to detect shadows in both aerial and orbital colour images. Huang and Chen [30] observed that shadowed pixels have larger hues, lower intensities, and smaller differences between the green and blue channels. On the basis of these three features, three thresholds were experimentally derived to classify the shadow regions. Tsai [20] proposed a hue-based approach to identify shadows from aerial images. They constructed the ratio map of the hue over the intensity; then, a global threshold was obtained to classify shadows using Otsu's thresholding method.
Compared to pixel features that mainly rely on the pixel values, the statistical features generally represent the spatial correlation of neighbouring pixels. Wu and Tang [22] observed that the cast shadow is spatially smooth and contains only low-frequency components, except along the shadow boundary. His method requires input from users to impose constraints for solving the illposed shadow extraction and removal problem simultaneously from one image using a Bayesian framework. Since the object's textual information is still preserved under different illumination conditions, some researchers regard texture information as shadowinvariant features, and they use this information as a strong cue to detect shadows. Zhu et al. [8] filtered images with a bank of Gaussian derivative filters consisting of eight orientations and three scales, and then applied clustering to form 128 discrete centres. Given a new image, the texton was assigned as the histograms binned at these discrete centres. Finally, they measured the similarity using the L1-norm of the difference between texton histograms. Leone and Distante [31] proposed a shadow detection algorithm based on texture analysis. In their approach, patches of new frames are compared with those of the background, and Gabor filters are used to determine whether the textural information remains the same. In addition to a good feature, suitable parameters are also required to cooperate with the features to generate a fine shadow detection. To solve this problem, in [16, 18, [32] [33] [34] , some methods were proposed to estimate parameters automatically via training video sequences. Recently, learning approaches were extended from moving shadow detection to static shadow detection. Lalonde et al. [25] proposed the AdaBoost learning approach to detect ground shadows in consumer-grade photographs based on colour ratio, skewness, and texture features. Zhu et al. [8] combined boosted decision tree learning and conditional random field to detect shadows in monochromatic images based on a set of features such as intensity difference, smoothness, skewness, texture, and entropy. Guo et al. [24] trained their pairwise classifiers using an support vector machine (SVM) with an RBF kernel to detect shadows for a single image based on colour ratio and texture features. Vicente et al. [26, 35] jointly learn a classifier and a discriminative least-squares SVM kernel to combine the chromaticity, intensity, and texture features for shadow detection.
Different from previous methods that focus on the design of hand-crafted features, more recently, Khan et al. [7] and Shen et al. [36] have applied the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to learn hierarchal features for shadow detection automatically. In [7] , Khan et al. adopted two separate ConvNets to learn hierarchal features for shadow detection, one at the super-pixel level and the other along the object boundaries. Since these two separate ConvNets are trained in a context aware window, the generated predictions are local and a CRF framework is needed to obtain a final smooth shadow map. Shen et al. [36] proposed a structured CNN to exploit the local structures of shadow edges and then employed a least-square optimisation framework to detect the final shadow map. Here, we make a brief summary of the commonly adopted shadow features and the relevant classifiers in Table 1 .
In this paper, we present a survey and comprehensive evaluation of eight widely adopted shadow features for shadow detection. We first give a brief review of the eight commonly adopted shadow features in Section 3, and then two sets of experiments on a large shadow detection dataset are conducted in Section 4 to quantitatively evaluate different shadow features. One set of experiment is directly conducted on the region labels using simple thresholding techniques to investigate the robustness and limitation of each shadow features. The other set experiment is conducted using different classifiers to investigate the performance of each feature with respect to different classifiers. We end this paper in Section 5 with a brief discussion and conclusion.
Features selected for evaluation
In this paper, we use eight commonly applied shadow features for evaluation. In the following, we will provide a brief review of each feature.
Lower intensity: This feature describes the fact that shadow regions are darker than the surface on which they are cast. Shadows are illuminated by skylight, whereas non-shadow background is illuminated by both skylight and sunlight. Therefore, the intensity of shadows must be lower than that of non-shadows in Table 1 Brief summary of the commonly adopted shadow features and the relevant classifiers for shadow detection in still images/video streams Author Year Features Type Classifiers
Siala et al. [37] 2004 colour ratio video SV domain description Salvador et al. [28] 2004 low intensity, colour invariance, and geometric properties video/still no classifier and simple integration Wu and Tang [22] 2005 texture gradient and smoothness still Bayesian framework Finlayson et al. [38] 2006 physically based illumination invariant feature still no classifier and edge comparison Tsai [20] 2006 hue and intensity still no classifier, OSTU' s threshold Fang et al. [39] 2008 lower intensity and colour ratios video no classifier and wavelet transform Huang and Chen [30] 2009 lower intensity, higher hue, and small difference video no classifier and thresholding techniques Zhang et al. [32] 2007 ratio edge, low intensity, and geometric heuristics video a multistage approach Chung et al. [21] 2009 modified colour ratio still successive threshold scheme Zhu et al. [8] 2010 low intensity, smoothness, skewness, texture, entropy etc. still boosted decision tree and CRF Lalonde et al. [25] 2010 colour ratio, skewness, and textures still AdaBoost Guo et al. [24] 2011 texture, colour ratio, chromatic alignment etc. still SVM Huang et al. [40] 2011 colour ratio, several shadow boundary features vectors still SVM Aksoy and Alatan [41] 2012 low intensity, texture, smoothness etc. in false colour image still SVM Tian et al. [6] 2016 four newly physical shadow properties still no classifier and several judging rules Khan [3, 7] 2014 CNN-based hierarchal features still CRF Shen et al. [36] 2015 structured CNN-based hierarchal features still least-square optimisation Vicente et al. [26, 42] 2017 chromatic alignment, intensity, texture etc. still SVM and MRF every channel. This feature may be the most straightforward shadow feature, and it is generally applied as a rough shadow segmentation step. For example, in [18] , the lower intensity rule is used as a preclassifier in their method. In [39] , the pixels that are darker than the background become candidate shadow points. The algorithm in [43] is based on the observation that shadows are generally darker than their surroundings in both visible and nearinfrared images. This feature is also adopted by the algorithms in [44, 45] .
Smoothness: This feature is based on the observation that reducing illumination not only decreases the object intensity, but also suppresses local variations on the underlying surfaces. As suggested in [8, 41] , we use the method proposed by Forsyth and Fleck in [46] to capture this cue. The method subtracts a Gaussiansmoothed version from the original image, and then it uses the standard deviations to measure the smoothness.
Entropy: To correctly differentiate shadows from near-black objects, Zhu et al. [8] introduced the entropy feature, which describes that shadows have a different entropy value compared with that of near-black objects. The major reason is that most of the darker objects appear textureless. As suggested in [40, 41] , in our experiment, we compute the entropy using
where ω is a window and p i is the probability of the histogram counts at pixel i. Skewness: This cue was also suggested by Zhu et al. [8] based on their observation that the asymmetries in shadows and in nonshadows are different. They found a mean value of 1.77 for shadows and −0.77 for non-shadows in skewness. The methods in [25, 41, 42] also employed the skewness feature to capture intensity distribution differences on both sides of a boundary. In our experiment, we directly use the 'skewness' function in MATLAB.
Chromaticity: This feature arises from the fact that cast shadows result in a significant change in intensity without much change in chromaticity. In detail, if a shadow is cast on a background, then the hue and saturation components change, but within a certain limit. Cucchiara et al. [27] obtained the following four thresholds via a training step:
This feature is similarly used in [18, 19] .
Higher hue: This cue assumes that shadows have higher hue components. Tsai [20] proposed a ratio map as (3) by assuming that the hue of shadow pixels will appear high in HSV colour space
This map was thresholded using Otsu's method to compute the final shadow map. This feature was also applied by Chung et al. [21] and Sun and Li [47] .
Colour ratio: Colour ratio is defined as the ratio of shadow/ non-shadow pairs 
This feature is based on the assumption that colour ratios are distributed in a limited area. However, this assumption does not hold for objects. Therefore, the shadow pixels are discriminated according to whether the pixel is located in the area. The most common approach to obtain the area is through a learning step. We find that this feature is the most frequently used feature. For example, it is used in [8, 16, 30, 34, 37, 42, 48, 49] . In our first experiment, we obtain the area borderline through a brute force search to pursue the best performance. In the second experiment, we train different classifiers to locate them. Texture: The principle behind the textural feature is that the texture of shaded surfaces changes little across shadow boundaries. This feature is generally applied to verify the candidate shadows. A shadow candidate is classified as either object or shadow by comparing the texture in the candidate region with the texture in the background region. This feature is also frequently used such as in [8, 24, 25, 42, 44, 45] . As suggested in [8, 24, 25] , we use the method provided by Martin et al. [50] to represent texture with the texton histogram. The method filters an image with a bank of Gaussian derivative filters consisting of eight orientations and three scales and then applies clustering to form 128 discrete centres. To compare textures between regions, we use the chi-square distance between their texton histograms. The distances of both sides of a shadow boundary will satisfy a range: the upper limit should meet the texture similarity and the lower limit should meet the minimal change of illumination. Similar to the colour ratio feature, we also used a complete search in experiment 1 and a training technique in experiment 2 to find the range.
Feature evaluation
To fairly and quantitatively evaluate the shadow features, we constructed an extensive image dataset and conducted two experiments on the dataset. The first experiment is directly conducted on the region labels using simple thresholding techniques to investigate how powerful each feature itself is without drawing support from advanced classifiers. The second experiment is conducted using different classifiers to investigate the performance of each feature with respect to different classifiers.
Dataset
At present, three datasets exist for shadow detection, namely Zhu's dataset [8] , Lalonde's dataset [25] , and Guo's dataset [24] . After carefully studying the existing three datasets, we created a new dataset to supplement the other three datasets with scenes that are not included in terms of three aspects. First, we carefully captured images under different sun angles and different weather conditions (including clear sky, slightly overcast, and large clouds that did not cover the sun). Second, we captured some images that also contain one shadow that covers areas with different reflectances such as asphalt, brick, grass, and sand. Specifically, we captured images using different cameras including single-lens reflex cameras (Canon EOS 5D Mark II, Canon EOS 60D, and Nikon D100), a consumer camera (Sony DSC-W320), mobile phone cameras (iPhone 5s, Motorola XT883, and Lenovo a788t), and a surveillance camera (BOSCH NBN-832V-P). The overall constructed dataset contains four sub-datasets including Zhu' s dataset [8] , Lalonde' s dataset [25] , Guo' s dataset [24] , and our new dataset [Our newly constructed dataset contains 108 realworld shadow images. Please see http://vision.sia.cn/our team/ JiandongTian/JiandongTian.html for the dataset.]. Compared to each specific sub-dataset, the overall constructed dataset is large scale. The images in the overall dataset cover a wide variety of lighting conditions, surface materials, scenarios, and camera characteristics.
Generation of shadow versus non-shadow labels
All images in the dataset are labelled with ground-truth shadow edges. For each image, we also extract edges using the 'Canny' detector. Then, object edges can be obtained by subtracting the ground-truth shadow edges from the Canny edges. The object edges are divided into two groups. For experiment 1, we randomly selected an equal number of object edges to shadow edges in each image for a fair comparison. In this way, we have 3947 shadow edges and 3947 object edges. For experiment 2, we use all object edges, i.e. 3947 shadow edges and 5050 object edges. This choice is logical since there are typically more object edges than shadow edges in shadow detection. After we obtained the shadow boundaries and non-shadow boundaries, we selected two regions along these boundaries for feature evaluation. For each detected edge, we perform morphological image processing along the boundaries to obtain these two regions, i.e. we enlarge the edge regions by applying a binary dilation operation with size of six pixels on both sides. Fig. 1 shows the dilated edge regions of the edge, where the red region denotes a non-shadow part, and the green region denotes a shadow part.
Directly evaluate features on labels
In this section, we present the results of our evaluation experiments directly on region labels using simple thresholding techniques. We performed this experiment for two reasons. First, we want to investigate how powerful each feature itself is without drawing support from advanced classifiers. Second, some researchers still apply simple thresholding techniques to develop their methods. For quantitative evaluation, we use three metrics. The precision (P), recall (R), and F-measure (F) are computed and compared. These metrics are defined as follows:
where TP denotes the true shadows that are correctly identified, FN denotes the true shadows that are erroneously classified as nonshadows, and FP denotes the true non-shadow pixels that are erroneously classified as shadows. Higher P, R, and F denote better shadow detection results. For features without parameters such as lower intensity, smoothness, and higher hue, TP, FP, and FN can easily be obtained by directly comparing the 'large and small' relationship from region labels. For features with parameters such as chromaticity, colour ratio, and texture, their parameters are carefully optimised using the complete search technique to ensure that the best performance is achieved for each feature. The performances of the shadow features in terms of P, R, and F are listed in Table 2 . From this table, we can find some interesting aspects: (i) On this dataset, the F for all features is not high, which indicates that these features do not have very good robustness. This result may account for why widely used shadow detection algorithms are lacking in real applications, and why most existing methods need to apply multiple features simultaneously to detect shadow regions.
(ii) For all features, we find that P is better than R, which indicates that the true positive is high and that the false positive is also high. This result means that many objects are falsely identified as shadows, which may be because all shadow features are proposed based on observations of what phenomena shadows should have, but it is seldom considered that many non-shadow objects also share the same properties. For example, shadowed regions are often dark, with less texture and little gradient, but some nonshadowed objects may also share similar characteristics. (iii) The colour ratio feature performs the best. We also find that colour ratios are adopted the most frequently by researchers among these evaluated features. The literatures [25, 42] use colour ratio in different scales and different colour spaces in algorithms. This result may imply that some researches have realised that colour ratios may be more powerful and make this feature play a more important role in their detection methods.
In Fig. 2 , we present some statistical characteristics for the three features by plotting the histograms of dark versus bright sides. From this figure, we can clearly find that these features indeed have properties that are useful for shadow identification. However, this result does not indicate that the features have good specificity. As shown in Fig. 2a , a shadow is indeed a smoothed version of a non-shadow, but Fig. 2b shows that many objects are also smoother than their neighbours. Figs. 2a and b indicate that it is better to use a threshold rather than a simple large or small relationship. We conducted an experiment to verify this observation, and we found that by using a threshold, the P, R, and F can increase to 0.843, 0.665, and 0.744, respectively. Zhu stated that the mean value of skewness in the shadow regions is >0, whereas the mean value of non-shadow regions is <0. As shown in Fig. 2c , it is true that the shadow regions and non-shadow regions near the shadow border possess this property; however, the same property also holds for the regions that are near the side of the object border. Fig. 2e presents the histogram of the high hue feature, which assumes that the hue of shadow regions is higher than that of nonshadow regions. Tsai et al. proposed a ratio map (3), and then thresholded this ratio to compute the final shadow map. As shown in Fig. 2e , when shadow regions possess higher hue values than non-shadow regions, this method performs well. However, this threshold does not work well for object edges, as shown in Fig. 2f , indicating that pixels that satisfy this condition are not guaranteed to belong in shadowed regions and require additional validation.
Feature evaluation via classifiers
This experiment aims to evaluate the performance of each feature using several widely used classifiers. We applied four different classifiers: naive Bayes, SVM, AdaBoost, and logistic regression. These classifiers have been successfully used in a variety of computer vision tasks. Specifically, we use an estimator for numeric attributes in the naive Bayes classifier. For SVM, we selected a library of SVM with the RBF kernel as the classifier. AdaBoost is an iterative algorithm, and it trains many different weak classifiers and integrates them together efficiently. We selected decision tree as our base classifier and ten iterations to be performed. Logistic regression is a classic classification method in statistical learning, and its spline is a sigmoid curve. We selected BFGS to update our parameters in each iteration. In this paper, aiming at estimating features more precisely rather than the effect of different classifiers, we only split the database into two parts: Fig. 1 We generate region labels from edge labels to evaluate shadow features 66% of the database serves as the training set and the remainder serves as the test set.
The performances in terms of P, R, and F of each feature with different classifiers are listed in Table 3 . By comparing Table 2 with Table 3 , we can find that the feature performance is similar. However, note that for the two features, lower intensity, and smoothness, their performance becomes better. These results may be due to the classifiers using a threshold rather than a simple 'large and small' relationship.
In Fig. 3 , we draw each feature's ROC curve with different classifiers. As shown, except for the Bayes classifier on colour ratio features, the performances of each feature are quite stable with different classifiers. In Fig. 4 , we draw different features' ROC curves with the same classifier. As shown, the performances of these features are apparently different. By comparing Figs. 3 and 4, we conclude that for shadow detection, the choice of features plays a more important role than the choice of classifier. From  Fig. 4 , we can also find that the performances of colour ratio and smoothness outperform those of other features in most cases.
The relevant quantitative comparison performances (in terms of P, R, and F) of different feature combination with different classifiers are listed in Table 4 . Moreover, the ROC curves of these feature combination with different classifiers are shown in Fig. 5 (for simplicity, here we only draw the ROC curve of four kinds of feature combinations with SVM and the AdaBoost classifier). This experiment aims to investigate how well shadow detection can be obtained using state-of-the-art features and classifiers. We can find that combining features can generally enhance the detection performance. However, the degree of the performance enhancement relies on the choice of different feature combinations. Combining colour ratio and entropy features can obtain nearly the best performance. The impacts of adding more features are quite limited. It was ranked by the F.
Conclusion
In this paper, we conducted an extensive evaluation of the widely used shadow features. To our knowledge, this is the first work to evaluate shadow features. Several useful and interesting conclusions are reached as follows:
(i) The colour ratio feature performs the best among these eight investigated shadow features in our experiments.
(ii) The main problem of current features is that they lack 'specificity'; in other words, shadows indeed satisfy the features, but many non-shadow objects also satisfy the features. For future features, it is better to find some properties that shadows have while non-shadow objects do not.
(iii) Using the distance between shadow and non-shadow pairs can achieve better performance compared with a simple 'large or small' relationship.
(iv) The choice of features has more impact than the choice of classifiers for a shadow detection algorithm. 
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